
SUPER WHY & The Three Little Pigs 
Reading Camp Post-Interview Assessment 

Day 3:  Princess Presto Day 
 
 

 [INTERVIEWER] Hi my name is _______.  Today, we are going to play some 
games with letters and words. First I need to ask you just a few questions. 
What is you name? How do you spell that?  

 
Camper’s Name: ___________________   
 
Ok, now how old are you? When is your birthday? 
 
 
Age: ______  Birthday: __________     
 
 
Great, now we can play. 
 
 
To Get Ready: 
 

 Sit on the floor or at a table, and ask the child to sit across from you, 
facing you.  

 
 
MATERIALS: 
 

 None 
 
 



Day 3:  Princess Presto Day:  Letter Sounds, Encoding Assessment 
 
What letters did you teach today? (circle)  W   O   L   F   B   P   I   G   T   A 
 
[INTERVIEWER] We’re going to play a game with letter sounds. I’m going to 
say a sound, and you tell me what letter makes that sound, ok? 
 
[INTERVIEWER] Say: What letter makes the sound /T/?  
[CONTINUE THROUGH THE WHOLE LIST BELOW] 
[CODING: Write a ‘1’ next to the sound if they say the correct letter name.  
Write a ‘0’ if the wrong letter is said.] 
 
(Make the sound /t/ as in TABLE) ___ /T/ 
(Make the sound /i/ as in IGLOO) ___ /I/ 
(Make the sound /b/ as in BIG) ___ /B/ 
(Make the sound /f/ as in FISH) ___ /F/ 
(Make the sound /w/ as in WOLF) ___ /W/ 
(Make the sound /a/ as in APPLE) 

___ /A/ 

(Make the sound /p/ as in PIG) ___ /P/ 
(Make the sound /g/ as in GOOSE) ___ /G/ 
(Make the sound /o/ as in OCTOPUS) ___ /O/ 
(Make the sound /o/ as in OPEN) ___ /O/   
(Make the sound /L/ as in LADDER) ___ /L/ 

Total:  
________ 

 
PART TWO:  ENCODING 
 
[INTERVIEWER] Say: Ok, now I’m going to ask you to spell some words.  
How do you spell BIG?  How do you spell PIG? 
 
[CODING:  Mark a “1” for each correct letter said in any order, and add a 
“1” if the whole word is spelled correctly AND in the right order.] 
 

____ BIG (Near) ____ PIG (Near) 
____ B  ____ P  
____ I  ____ I  
____ G  ____ G  

    
 


